
Feature Specification in the Processing of Closest Conjunct Agreement in Hindi 
 

Introduction. Significant insights about the processing system have come from studies on the processing 
of agreement. For instance, both sentences in (1) are ungrammatical, since the plural verb are does not 
match number features with the subject NP. However, the presence of the plural distractor cabinets in 
(1b) results in improved acceptability and reduced processing difficulty for the unlicensed plural verb [1–
3], a phenomenon called AGREEMENT ATTRACTION (AA). These findings have been used to argue for a 
noisy memory encoding system for syntactic processing, in which the morphosyntactic features of the 
NPs in a sentence are not faithfully represented or retrieved. In this study, we present the first of many 
planned studies examining how these noisy memory systems represent and process CLOSEST CONJUNCT 
AGREEMENT (CCA) in Hindi. 
 

Hindi displays CCA with object agreement. For instance, in (2), the verb khariidii ‘bought-3.F.Sg’ agrees 
with the feminine singular noun kitaab, because it is the right-most NP in the conjoined object (&P). To 
derive this effect, [4] proposed that CCA is partially mediated by the post-syntactic PF representation, in 
which linear order is accessible. However, how such linear-sensitivity relations may be processed is 
unclear, since sentence processing theories do not generally encode sentences as strings (e.g., [5]). 
Importantly, agreement attraction is observed for normal object agreement in Hindi [3], suggesting that 
the same processing mechanisms deployed in (1) subserve the processing of configurations like (2). The 
goal of Experiment 1 therefore was to establish that Hindi speakers preferentially agree with the right-
most NP in a conjoined object and to determine whether CCA configurations were susceptible to AA. 
 

Methods & Materials. Twenty participants were instructed to judge the acceptability of sentences, on a 
scale of 1–7. They were instructed to take as much time as necessary. The sentences consisted of 24 sets 
of items, plus 48 filler items, 50% of which were ungrammatical. All target items consisted of a sentence 
in the past perfective with a conjoined NP consisting of two singular nouns. For the target items, we 
manipulated whether the genders of the conjoined NPs matched or mismatched (±GENDER MATCH), and 
whether the verb grammatically agreed with the right-most NP or not (±GRAMMATICAL), exemplified in 
(3). Additionally, we counterbalanced whether the right-most noun was feminine or masculine, and we 
conducted post hoc analyses of this effect in both judgments and reaction times. The key comparisons 
were between the two levels of ±GRAMMATICAL to determine whether Hindi speakers preferred CCA, and 
the comparison between –GRAMMATICAL, –GENDER MATCH and –GRAMMATICAL, +GENDER MATCH, to 
determine whether the presence of a “distractor” noun in the first conjunct engendered AA for the 
unlicensed verb form by increasing acceptability or affecting response time. 
 

Results. Mean ratings and reaction times are in Figure 1 and 2. As expected, ratings were higher for 
+GRAMMATICAL sentences compared to –GRAMMATICAL sentences (β = 1.13, SE = 0.45, t = 2.48, p = 
0.02). However, there was no main effect of ±GENDER MATCH, nor any significant interactions or 
significant pairwise comparisons between the levels of ±GENDER MATCH within the levels of 
±GRAMMATICAL. Thus, we failed to find evidence of AA for CCA configurations. However, visual 
inspection of the data suggested that the effect of gender mismatch was attenuated when the right-most 
NP was masculine, suggesting a potential gender asymmetry. However, this was not significant (p > 
0.10), which may have been due to insufficient power. 
 

Reaction time data was more revealing. Reaction times were slower for –GRAMMATICAL sentences 
compared to +GRAMMATICAL sentences (β = 5890, SE = 2411, t = 2.44, p = 0.03). There was a marginal 
interaction effect between ± GRAMMATICAL and the gender of the right-most NP in post hoc analysis (β = 
9138, SE = 4561, t = 2.00, p = 0.06). Upon further inspection, we observed that reaction times were 
significantly higher for grammatical sentences when the right-most NP was masculine, and higher for 
ungrammatical sentences when it was feminine, i.e., masculine verb-marking lead to an increase in 
response times. 
 

Feature Specification. The surprising finding in Experiment 1 was that reaction times were significantly 
longer when the verb was marked masculine vs. when the verb was marked feminine, regardless of the 



grammaticality status of the agreement relation. To explain this, we posit that feminine singular marking 
is explicitly represented by the comprehension system (kitaab[F], khariidii[F]), whereas masculine singular 
marking is not, (akhbaar[  ], khariidii[  ]). Upon encountering the feminine-marked verb, the comprehender 
can search memory for a feminine-marked noun. The immediately preceding noun should be highly 
active in memory, rendering this process fast and reliable. By contrast, neither the masculine verb nor the 
masculine nouns are explicitly represented as such. Thus, the comprehender may not be able to quickly 
search memory to determine whether the verb is licensed. If so, this may be consistent with the (not 
significant) asymmetry in sensitivity to the gender of the right-most NP. 
 

Future Experiments. On-going experiments seek to replicate the gender asymmetry. Furthermore, we 
seek to determine whether M.PL marking (khariide) similarly leads to an increase in response time and a 
decrease in sensitivity to grammaticality of CCA. By hypothesis, M.Pl is represented, and thus should 
pattern like feminine singular. Finally, we seek to determine whether the pattern observed here is specific 
to CCA, or whether it is observed with object agreement in Hindi in other cases. This will help elucidate 
whether the effects reported here are specific to CCA, implying that CCA configurations exhibit a 
different processing profile than typical object agreement. 
 

(1) a. *The key[SG] to the cabinets[PL] are[PL] old.     b. *The key[SG] to the cabinet[SG] are[PL] old 

(2) Raam-ne [&P ek akhbaar[M,SG] aur ek kitaab[F,SG] ] khariid-ii[F,SG] / * khariid-aa[M,SG] 
 Ram-ERG  a newspaper and a book bought-3.F.SG /                 -3.M.SG 
(3) +GRAMMATICAL, +GENDER MATCH (Last conjunct gender: Masc.) 
 ek kanjuus mocii-ne       ek mahangii saRii[F] aur ek sastii kamiiz[F] dekh-ii[F]         thii[F] 
 a   miserly cobbler-ERG an expensive sari  and a cheap shirt            saw-3.F.SG PST.3.F.SG 
 +GRAMMATICAL, –GENDER MATCH (Last conjunct gender: Masc.) 
 ek kanjuus mocii-ne       ek mahangaa koT[M] aur ek sastii kamiiz[F] dekh-ii[F]         thii[F] 
 a   miserly cobbler-ERG an expensive coat     and a cheap shirt            saw-3.F.SG PST.3.F.SG 
 –GRAMMATICAL, +GENDER MATCH (Last conjunct gender: Masc.) 
 ek kanjuus mocii-ne       ek mahangaa koT[M] aur ek sastii kamiiz[F] dekh-aa[M]         thaa[M] 
 a   miserly cobbler-ERG an expensive coat     and a cheap shirt            saw-3.M.SG PST.3.M.SG 
 –GRAMMATICAL, –GENDER MATCH (Last conjunct gender: Masc.) 
 ek kanjuus mocii-ne       ek mahangaa koT[M] aur ek sastii kamiiz[F] dekh-aa[M]         thaa[M] 
 a   miserly cobbler-ERG an expensive coat     and a cheap shirt            saw-3.M.SG PST.3.M.SG 
 

  
Figure 1, Left. Mean acceptability ratings by condition. Figure 2, Right. Mean reaction times by 

condition. Both are split by gender of the right-most NP. 
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